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Cover Image: BELINDA DAVIS | USA
F/14 1/5SEC ISO100 | M ACRO LENS
I love finding the hidden gems in Macro photography. I
used a macro lens so that I could get in close and used a
speed light with camera setup on a tripod.

DRILL INSTRUCTOR'S MEMO
Welcome to the second issue of Photo BootCamp Magazine!
We had a great response to the inaugural issue of Photo
BootCamp Magazine. I'm thrilled that you all enjoyed it so much!
It inspires me to keep creating content that I hope you find
valuable and fun. My passion truly is teaching aspiring (or already
experienced) photographers even more so they can up their
game and in turn, inspire others.
That said, Ph ot o Boot Cam p Academ y is moving right along. I'm
impressed with the level of positive support and engagement that
the members are giving to each other. In April, only our second
month, we had well over 1700 comments on the month's drills.
WOW!
The subject at hand was light. As photographer 's we are light
chasers and we must embrace the light, learning the nuances and
fine distinctions. I shared about hard light vs soft light and the
ways you can tell the difference and what situations each is best
for.
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In this issue, you will see some amazing examples from the
recruits as they showcase their own examples of hard and soft
light. So sit back and enjoy the images. Then take a look at your
surroundings and see if you can identify the light you're in! Give it
a go! I promise you'll start to see things in a new light...pun
intended.

Al l Abo ut t h at l ig h t !

Har d Lig h t v s. So f t l ig h t

"I am forever chasing
light. Light turns
theordinary into the
magical."
~Trent Parke

Har d Lig h t v s. So f t l ig h t
All Abou t Th at Ligh t !

How t o Iden t if y t h e Type of Ligh t

Last month we covered what drives the desire to do
photography...passion. But what is it that gives life to
photography?

Hard light :
-

Light!
Without light, photography would not be possible. Light is THE
single most important factor when it comes to taking photos.
As photographers, understanding light is the single most
valuable tool we have in our arsenal.

M ast er in g t h e Ligh t
Aside from the obvious fact that without light, life itself would
not exist, why is it so important for taking pictures? As
photographers, it?s critical to understand light. We are truly
?light chasers.?
It gives not only visual contrast, which determines the look of
a photo, but it creates mood and meaning as well.
Even though the subject of light seems pretty simple, it is
actually quite complex. So, for this issue, we?re keeping it to
the most basic of light concepts: hard vs. soft.

-

Soft light :
-

-

Har d Ligh t - Sof t Ligh t
Hard light. Soft light. What does that even mean? How can
light be hard or soft? Simply put, hard light is direct and
intense light such as from the mid-day sun and soft light is
indirect like you see in shade. And there is no in between. It?s
either hard or it?s soft.

Creat ed by direct sources such as t he
sun, a bare light bulb, or a flash on a
cam era.
It ?s an int ense light
It creat es hard shadows wit h sharp,
defined edges
It em phasizes t ext ures
Creat es a high level of cont rast

Creat ed by filt ered light such as clouds
(or t rees, or ot her object s) blocking t he
sun, a soft box in a st udio, low light
sit uat ions such as golden or blue hours
or dim scenes
It ?s a subt le light
It creat es shadows wit h soft , less
defined edges
It m inim izes t he appearance of
t ext ures
Creat es lit t le t o no cont rast

Har d Lig h t v s. So f t l ig h t
Har n ess t h e Ligh t
To get you st art ed on get t ing t he m ost out of t he light available, here are som e t ips on when t o use
t he different t ypes of light .
Hard:
-

Landscapes when you want t o m ake a dram at ic im pact
Sport s/ act ion when you want t he subject t o POP
High cont rast sit uat ions - anyt im e you want t he subject t o POP

Soft :
-

Most ideal light for port rait s - considered t he holy grail of port rait and m odel phot ography
Creat ing a calm m ood in landscapes or t o creat e t hat silky wat er flow in wat erfalls, st ream s,
and waves
Low cont rast sit uat ions - when you want t o sm oot h t ext ures

Becom in g a Ligh t Ch aser
As you can see, light is t he heart and soul of phot ography. You can com plet ely change t he st ory of a
phot o just by playing t o t he light . The m ore you underst and how light works and t he im pact it m akes
on t he final im age, t he bet t er you becom e as a phot ographer and st oryt eller.
St art not icing t he qualit y of light around you t hroughout your day. Pay at t ent ion t o t he shadows and
ask yourself if it is hard or soft light . And especially t ake not e when you have your cam era in hand.
Light is ALWAYS around you.
As you look t hrough t his m agazine, see if you can ident ify what t ype of light t he art ist used and
not ice how it m akes you feel as you look at it . And consider joining Phot o Boot Cam p Academ y t o t ake
your skills t o t he next level!

member s imag es

Photographer: CHRISTINE DOM INGO
For my hard light photo, this is male
peacock in full sun in a very bright
garden. And he wasn't in the mood to
open his tail feathers!

Feedback: BELINDA DAVIS | USA
Beautiful detail in the feathers Chris, I
also really like the blue of the peacock
against the green and orange in the
background - blue and orange are
complimentary colors as they are
opposites on the color wheel - with that
said I would crop the top pink flowers off
to create a strong color palette.
Peacocks are beautiful birds - great
capture!

Tem plat e
Fu ll page im age
Com m en t s t op

Photographer: STEVEN KIRK

Feedback: CHRISTINE ROCHER | A USTRALIA

CANON 6D | F/5.6 1/60SEC ISO 800 | EF 70-200MM
200MM
This shot was taken at 10 AM on my deck, which is
covered with a sun shade fabric, giving a soft
filtered light. I really like the colors and the unique
shape of these flowers and think the soft light
helped to capture these features.

Really strange looking and intriguing flower. Is this a
Hibiscus tree? I noticed that your focus point (the
flower) is very soft, and not tack sharp. Maybe try
opening up your aperture and play around with your
ISO to increase your shutter speed. Fabulous flower would look great under the macro lens.

Photographer: LONNIE | USA

Feedback: CHRISTINE ROCHER | A USTRALIA

This is my soft light picture taken in Mykonos,
Greece. Could not resist taking this picture
with those pelicans looking so beautiful. Do
not have the EXIF for this picture.

Brilliant - love the amber glow, love the composition,
love seeing the 'Rule of Odds' and the leading line
from the wall. Overall, in my opinion, an award
winning image! Well done Lonnie!

Photographer: JUDY WARD
F/8 1/80sec ISO100
The photo is of a Cotoneaster hedge
in my neighbourhood. It was snowing
and windy and cold, -22C with the
wind chill, and I still haven't found
gloves that keep my hands warm
enough while still allowing me to
twiddle the dials on my camera with
precision.

Feedback: PETER BRODY | USA
Hi Judy, the snow attaching to the
branches when the photo is enlarged
is magical. Like frosting nature
painted on.

Photographer: KATHY POTTER | USA

Feedback: LONE HAUERBERG JENSEN| DENM ARK

F13 1/640SEC ISO2200 | 400MM

The dew look really nice and make the flowers look
good. Really nice Bookeh.

These tiny flowers caught my eye in the early
morning light The sun was shining on them and the
dew drops were glittering like little diamonds.

Photographer: AM BER PALLAS
F/5.6 1/160SEC ISO100 | 46.40MM
Example of hard light. Took this
image in the hallway of our hotel in
Cozumel, Mexico. I loved the way
the light came in and repeated all
the way down the hall. It has an
almost hypnotic effect.

Feedback: JEFF EM ERSON | USA
It has great lines with nice shadows
to it. Well done. This would look
awesome in a frame on your wall.

Photographer: CHRISTINE ROCHER | AUSTRALIA
F/8 1/125SEC ISO100 | TAMRON 70-200MM

LENS AT

70MM

The model was extremely photogenic, and completely
changed with different makeup and styling. I chose
this image to show specifically for the lighting. Only
the second time using my new softbox and strobe.
Here is another image on the same day, same model,
different style.

Feedback: KERRIE CLARKE | A USTRALIA
This is a really beautiful portrait, Rerro, I love
the framing and the stunning soft light.
"Graceful Serenity" is the perfect name for this
image.

Photographer: LONNIE | USA

Feedback: EREZ SHILAT | ISRAEL

My hard light picture. This is a picture of our boy, Sami.
He is a Russian Siberian and caught him sleeping by the
window with the hard light hitting him.

Beautiful image. Love the crop and the almost
transparent nose by the sun. Great work!

Photographer: LISA CHAPIN | USA
CANON REBEL T4I | F/5.6 1/200SEC ISO250
Hard vs Soft Light. I'm thinking this would be
hard light since it was so bright, but there
are some shadows because these pine
cones are high up in the tree amongst the
branches. So I'm not really sure. How do I
diffuse bright light when it's a shot like this too high up in the tree?

Feedback: LYNNE M URPHY | CANADA
Really like this one. Hard light in the forefront
and soft focus in the background.

Photographer: EREZ SHILAT | ISRAEL
CANON D100 | F/9 1/40SEC ISO100 | EF-S 18-135 F/3.5-5.6 IS LENS 67MM
My soft light image. No intensive processing this time. The background
is the reflection on the lake of the other shores mountains.

Feedback: CHRISTINE ROCHER | A USTRALIA
Incredible image Erez....I love it....it is very Ansel
Adamsesque.....the mystique is wonderful.....it
makes you want to look, and then look again!
Well done!

Photographer: SARA O'BRIEN | USA
F/3.5 4000SEC ISO500 | 16MM
This is a soft light photo from our family
vacation to Washington State in August 2016.
We couldn't shake the fog by the ocean. This is
James Island. One of my favorite photos from
the trip.

Feedback: NICK ELLIS | A USTRALIA
Nice photo. I like the sharpness and colour of
the foreground as against the misty greyness,
almost monochromatic look, of the island and
background. Well done.

Photographer: JOHN DONNELLY | AUSTRALIA

Feedback: JUDY WARD | CANADA

F/4 1/160SEC ISO200 | 56MM

The soft light is nice with the relaxed
pose of this dog. I always like to see
eyes with some light reflections and
good focus - this is nicely done.

Took this of an Afghan Hound on walkabout at a local beach side
market under the shade of an awning about 4.00pm. The owner
told me this is her favourite chair.

Photographer: M ARTIN HULL | USA

Feedback: JUDY WARD | CANADA

FUJI X-T1 | F/14 1/200SEC ISO500 | 16MM

This image tells me a story. It's almost like
this shell is having a little joke with the
people examining the tidal pools in the
background given it is bright and stands
out against those rocks. Great hard light
shot.

Picture three for this challenge is hard light. I think this photo
creates a story, at least it does for me. During low tide all these
people were looking for shells and other creatures in the tide
pool. I found this lonely shell on the rocks feeling like it was
calling out, "Hey, look at me"

sx

Photographer: RICHARD HUTSON
1/640SEC ISO100 | 28MM

LENS

This is my soft light photo: Magnolia
Dawsoniana shot at Filoli.

Feedback: LISA CHAPIN | USA
Wowzers! This one really has some
punch. Very nice. Helping me learn
what photo editing can do. I don't
know anything about editing but
am thinking I need to start trying it.

TEM PLATE
2/ 3 Im age t op

Photographer: JILL TAYLOR | AUSTRALIA

Feedback: CHRISTINE ROCHER | A USTRALIA

CANON EOS 60D | F/2 2SEC ISO100

Love the colour contrasts, the clear still water,
and the soft light of the sun disappearing in
the distance. Lovely image :)

Soft light - same Tassie trip but taken in the
evening as the sun is going down in Binalong Bay.

TEM PLATE
2/ 3 Im age t op

Photographer: JULIE NG | HONG KONG
F/4.5 1/100SEC ISO100 57MM

LENS

There is no hard light in these 2 weeks. I have found an
interesting photo taken last year in Hokkaido, Japan. I have
worked again in the post-processing to try to bring more
details of the seagull. It was flying very close.

Feedback: RODNEY CARLTON | A USTRALIA
I like the composition and how you have
captured the seagull nice and sharp, including
the eye, while the wing on the right gives a hint
of movement to show it is indeed flying.

Photographer: LONE HAUERBERG JENSEN | DENM ARK
Meet another great fellow on my walk around - He just
curious to see who is looking at him down in the water, and
he swam up to see.

Feedback: RERRO ROCHER | USA
Looks like he is sulking...hahaha...love the way he is hanging
on the twig with two fingers. This newer version is much
improved.

TEM PLATE
2/ 3 Im age t op

Photographer: LYNNE M URPHY | CANADA

Feedback: VALERIE W ORTHEN | USA

F/6.7 1/250sec ISO320 | 300mm

Nice capture Lynne. I like the fact that the
bird is the only thing in focus and
background does not distract from him.

Not my backyard but a trip to Aruba where sun is abundant.
I do have a tendency to shoot misty and cloudy shots but
here goes an example of hard light - I hope. Bird is a local
pigeon - light was bright, feathers have distinct shadows.
Her eyes are closed.

Photographer: JOHN DONNELLY

Feedback: KERRIE CLARKE | A USTRALIA

F/4 1/125SEC ISO1600 | 15MM

This is a great shot John! Nice crisp shadows, and SHARP. I like the
straight lines of the balcony rails, and the repetition of vertical
lines of the posts and the tall buildings. The long shadow running
from bottom right leads the eye through to the vista between the
buildings. I especially like the texture in Buddha's head.

Here is my hard light photo of my
wife's favourite Buddha on our
balcony. Taken at about 9.30am.

Photographer: STEVE BELLER | USA
1/350sec | ISO400
Spent the last weekend of March in Phoenix
for my brother 's wedding. The day before
the ceremony, all the flowers were delivered
to their home, and I took a handful of shots
the next morning as the sun came up. This
one shows hard light, even in the morning
golden hour. The center of the flower isn't
in
sharp
focus
(don't
have
an
airplane-portable tripod yet) but I believe it
captures the spirit of this lesson.

Feedback: AM BER PALLAS | USA
Love the vibrant color. I want to know what
the flower is looking at? If it was a face it
would be staring off into the distance.
Beautiful!

Photographer: EREZ SHILAT | ISRAEL
CANON 100D | F/11 1/100SEC ISO200 | EF-S
18-135MM LENS AT 135MM
Hard light image. used Orton effect for
the yellow flower and radial filter on the
image. I deleted the red flower prior to the
blur and masked away the effect from its
edges. The yellow flower I masked only
after the effect in order to have the yellow
blurred strips. I felt that avoiding the same
effect on the red flower help it pop.

Feedback: LISA CHAPIN | USA
Very nice. I like the softness of the
background, Brings the red flower into
center stage but the little yellow flower is
sneaking in as if to say "I'm here too!!"
Photo bomb.

Feat ur ed Ar t ist

Ph o t oARTIST:
g r aph erNICK
: NICK
ELLIS
| AUSTRALIA
FEATURED
ELLIS
| AUSTRALIA

F/5 1/640SEC ISO100 | 190MM
Hard (or even harsh) light. Field Hockey
taken at about 1.00 pm two weeks ago

Get t ing t o k no w o ur f eat ur ed ar t ist :
NICK ELLIS | AUSTRALIA
BRENT: What is in your camera bag - in other words, what gear to you own?
NICK: After receiving a small inheritance from my Aunt I?ve recently upgraded to a gripped Canon 5D mark
IV with 24-70mm F/2.8 and 16-35mm F/4 lenses. I?ve kept the aging Canon 7D and the full frame lenses, a
50mm F/1.4, a 100-400 F/4.5-5.6, an 80-200 F/2.8 and a 100 F/2.8 macro. All my glass is Canon. A handful
of filters and holders from Breakthrough Photography. Sirui Tripod (with ball head), a really old Slik tripod
with a new Sirui ball head. A Manfrotto monopod. Canon timer remote. An Expodisc. Some Camera straps
from Lucky Straps with Peak Design anchor links. Aquatech rain shield. Set of extension tubes. A couple of
lens cloths. Couple of spare cards. Hat and sunscreen. A Porteen Gear satchel and a couple of backpacks.
I?ve also still got my 20D with an EF-S 17-85 which I?m trying to teach my special needs son how to use.
BRENT: BRENT: Who is your favorite photographer and why?
NICK Probably Ansel Adams. The sheer majesty, composition and textures of his photos are incredibly
breathtaking and inspiring. I?m reading ?Ansel Adams, Examples, The Making of 40 Photographs.? It is a very
interesting and enlightening read with a bit of a story about how each particular image came into being.
BRENT: Here?s a tough one...thinking about your least favorite photographer or style of photography,
what can you find to appreciate about his/her work or the genre?
NICK I don?t really have a least favorite photographer or style. If I don?t like it I generally don?t look at it,
though sometimes I?ll look closely to determine what it is I don?t like. I?ll have to admit I?m not big on pet
photography. I appreciate the technical brilliance of the photos, but they are not me and not something I?
d
hang on the wall. A pet hate is out of focus and poorly lighted photos taken on smart phones.NICK: I?ve
been interested in photography for a long time, since my childhood really. There have always been photos
around of my family, some dating from the early 1900?s. I remember taking my first photo with a box
brownie (which I?ve still got somewhere). And I had a couple of Kodak Instamatics in my youth. I bought my
first SLR, a Minolta SG-1 and a 50mm lens while on a work transfer to Brisbane in 1982. I used it and a X700
and a Tamron zoom extensively for 20 odd years before getting the 20D.

Ph o t o g r aph er : NICK ELLIS | AUSTRALIA

"You don't takea
photograph, you makeit."
~Ansel Adams

BRENT: Tell me about your favorite lens...what is it and what do you love about it?
NICK: Ooh that?s hard! I don?t really have a favorite, and they all have their place. The 24-70 lives on the camera and is brilliantly crisp. I
use the Canon 100-400 a lot, mainly for no. 1 son?s sport. The 50mm is brilliant for blurring the background, especially when taking
photos of native flora.
BRENT: Tell us about your post processing workflow and what software or tools you use.
NICK: I have a dedicated drive on the PC and the files are downloaded to a folder with the date and a description of the subject matter.
At the moment I?m using XnView MP for a quick look and to rank the better photos. I photo edit in Affinity Photo. I have used Adobe
Bridge and Photoshop but was not happy paying the monthly licensing fee. I?m still looking for a Bridge substitute. I lean towards the
darker style of photos and tend to underexpose. So I usually lighten a little, straighten the horizon and, if needed, crop. And my feedback
from this group is to lighten a bit more and bring out the shadows? see I?m listening!

Ph o t o g r aph er : NICK ELLIS | AUSTRALIA

BRENT: What advice would you give to someone just starting on their photography adventure?
NICK: I don?t worry too much about the camera; the quality of the glass is important. Look at all sorts of photos and decide what style
you like. Analyze the photos of others, what do you like and what don?t you like? Work out how they captured what you like. Take lots of
photos, vary the settings, critically analyze these photos. And read, even if it just the settings used by others. Also the local library has lots
of photography books. I?m also really enjoying BootCamp, with the quality of submitted work being first class and really inspiring and
the comments are very helpful.
BRENT: The sky?s the limit, no constraints...What are your grand photography dreams?
NICK: Realistically, I?
d like to devote more time to landscape photography, i.e., wander around Australia for weeks on end. But I have
family commitments. Without those constraints, and aiming higher, I?
d like to get a Canon EF 200-400mm F/4L IS USM extender 1.4x lens
and do a slow visit through Africa and shoot scenery and wildlife. I want the big lens so I can get a long way away from said wildlife. Also
the Northern Lights beckon, and Iceland looks spectacular, and ?
BRENT: Is there anything else you?d like us to know about you or your photography?
NICK: Photography is a hobby, albeit one I am fairly serious about. I take photos for my own enjoyment and to help out my son?s
sporting interests. I consider that I?m a learner hence my joining the BootCamp Academy. I?m retired and essentially a live at home dad, I
am also a woodworker and wood turner.
BRENT: How can people find you on the web?
NICK: I?m on the web for my woodwork at www.offcut.com.au or https:/ / www.facebook.com/ Offcut-Photography-1414/

Ph o t o g r aph er : NICK ELLIS | AUSTRALIA

Feedback: CHRISTINE ROCHER | A USTRALIA
Beauty!! Love the softness, love the composition. Love the smoky water..... wonderful image! Great shot
Nick Ellis. Love the rock in the top left hand side of the image too...would like to see that close up....the
markings and colouring look very interesting!

member s imag es

Photographer: JIM ALBERTSON |
USA
N IKON D7200 | F/5.6 1/800SEC ISO100 |
TAMRON 70-300MM 70MM
I took this shot on April 2nd here in Ohio
USA. It was after the golden hour with
some partial cloud cover. It is semi hard
side light coming from the rising sun in the
east to the right of the photo. I wanted
some harsh light for high contrast and
detail and texture but not too harsh so as
to blow out all the white snow.

Feedback: JUDY WARD | A USTRALIA
A fresh snowfall does magic things to trees
that are otherwise brown lines, doesn't it?
The structural beauty of the trees stand out.
I would be tempted to experiment in post
processing and warm up the white balance
a little more. Also, a bit more snow in the
foreground would help balance out the
busier top half of the photo. Nice photo!

BEFORE

af t er

Photographer: LYNN REDDING | USA

Feedback: BRENT M AIL | A USTRALIA

This is soft light with i-pod touch and no
processing. Could be spring - and time to
bury the drip hose again. Great to see what
all of you are doing here.

Love the greens and blues in this shot Lynn
Redding and again, here I think you could get
lower down when you photograph this shot so
that you can hide that hose and get a much more
pleasing image. Brent

Photographer: CHRISTINE DOM INGO
I have been taking pictures when I can but
haven't had a lot of time for fun. So at the
last minute, I will submit my hard and soft
light photos. The soft light is a close up of
my very large cat lying on the grass in the
shade. He's a big boy but I think he has a
very expressive face.

BEFORE
af t er
Feedback: JEFF EM ERSON | USA
Hi Chris and welcome back. Hope things
are on the mend for you and getting back
to normal. Your kitty has a great
expression on its face, with the eyes saying
that he is safe and comfortable where he
is. Nice use of shadows and sunlight, and I
like the background blur. Well done.

Photographer: CRAIG M OSTERT
SOUTH AFRICA
They can be quite docile. I was only about 30m
from him. Taken with a 80-400 lens (no converter):)
at 6.4 if I remember correctly

Feedback: NICK ELLIS | A USTRALIA
Are you looking at me! Hard light? Probably. It brings
out the texture in the horns and the folds of skin
before the ears. Great pic one that I'd only attempt
from a long way away with a super telephoto.

Photographer: PETER BRODY | USA
F/1.8 1/20SEC ISO40 | 3.99MM
This was at sunrise last week while I was
walking my dog. I took it with my iPhone
7+. We just had a 7 inch snowstorm the
day before to add to the 24 inch snow
from the previous week. I hope spring
comes soon to New Jersey. What caught
my attention were the clouds over my
house.

TEM PLATE
Im age lef t

Feedback: KERRIE CLARKE | A USTRALIA
I really like this shot Peter. The contrast
between the warm and cooler tones is
great. I also love the angle. It makes me
feel as though I'm falling into the scene. I
have never seen snow like that!

Feedback: JUDY WARD | CANADA
Very nice job with your depth of field, Alex. I like
the way you have composed with the
colours/shapes in mind and captured the soft light.

af t er

BEFORE
Photographer: ALEX COOK | NEW ZEALAND
F/11 2SEC ISO100 | 32MM
Here is a soft light image, of what is more or less my
back yard. Under the canopy with weak sunlight,
there's no hard light or sharply defined shadows
here. I tried to get a sense of depth to the image often missing in forest photos. So I've got the big
fern fronds prominent in the foreground with one
pointing to the distance, lighter than the rest and
kind of framed by the ones either side, then there's
sort of a second frame, can you see it - between two
trees and arching frond - isolating the far distance.

af t er

TEM PLATE
Fu ll page ph ot o
Com m en t s bot t om

Photographer: KERRIE CLARKE | AUSTRALIA

Feedback: AM BER PALLAS

CANON 450D | F/11 2SEC ISO100 | 18-55MM

It looks so magical. Like
something that should be in a
fantasy movie. I think you did
a great job capturing this! I
might bring out the green a
bit more for that extra POP.

I shot this in Sherbrooke Forest , which is not far from where I live. The
forest is home to the majestic Mountain Ash, or Eucalyptus regnans,
which is the tallest flowering plant in the world. Anyway, I was hoping to
find some running water but the creek was all but dry.. I will definitely
return there after we've had some good rain. I found it quite difficult to
get good focus in the low light. I am generally attracted to big skies and
open spaces, so I was a little out of my comfort zone, but I really find
peace in places like this so I'm hoping that one day I can nail a great shot
in this forest!

Photographer: BELINDA DAVIS | USA
F/6.3 1/200SEC ISO100 | CANON EF 24-70MM
For my hard light submission, this is an
image of my Siberian cat. He was sitting on
his tree by the window with the sun beating
in on him after his bath.

Feedback: JEFF EM ERSON | USA
I love the sweater on him. He looks cuddly
and enjoying the sun. The red really pops out
along with the beige of the scratcher. Great
use of colors and positioning. Well done.

Photographer: JEFF EM ERSON | USA

Feedback: AM BER PALLAS-BRUNT | USA

F/10 1/400SEC | 55MM

Beautiful subject and lovely light! What if you
cropped the image so that it was tighter
around the flowers? Removing the distraction
of the cars.

This was taken this morning with the golden hour and
soft light, and the sun just peeking through the
branches.

Photographer: RODNEY CARLTON | AUSTRALIA

Feedback: JUDY WARD | CANADA

F/4 1/100SEC ISO200 | 12-40MM

Adorable. He looks very mellow. I like that
you have the focus on the eyes and
forehead and the detail in his fur is very
good. I can almost feel his soft coat of fur.
Some catch lights in his eyes would have
been nice. Beautiful photo.

LENS

34MM

Here is my soft light photo, helped by the subject
himself being a bit soft. The location was undercover
on my back patio for the diffused light, and the photo
was shot in black and white, which in this case added
to the soft light look.

Photographer: BARBARA GILBERT | USA
N IKON D750 | F/8 1/800SEC ISO220 | 300MM
"Spring Turtles" Harsh light capture. I captured some
turtles sunbathing down at black water National
Wildlife Refuge in Maryland on Thursday. I like how
the harsh light brings out the patterns and lines in
their shells. In this was taken as close to the same
level as the turtles. I did crop in a little since they
were still some distance out.

BEFORE

Feedback: BELINDA DAVIS | USA
Great capture Barbara! Love the perspective and
the DoF. I would suggest a tighter crop to pull the
viewer into the scene. I would do a square crop
where you place the front turtle?s shell on the
lower left hand side 1/3rd intersection with the
1/3rd line over the other turtle?s eye - with this
crop it makes it feel as if you could reach out and
touch them.

af t er
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Photographer: AM BER PALLAS | USA

Feedback: JEFF EM ERSON | USA

F/6.5 1/40SEC ISO100 | 357MM

Nice capture of the bird, especially with
something in its mouth. I like the way you
blurred the background so it doesn't take
away from the main part of the photo. Well
done.

For my soft light submission, I chose this image of a
kookaburra bird. It was taken on my husband's
grandparents farm "Coree" in Finley, NSW Australia. I've
really got to start traveling with a tripod...lol!

Photographer: CHRISTINE ROCHER | AUSTRALIA

Feedback: DENIS O'BYRNE | IRELAND

This shot was taken around 7am as the sun was rising
over the foothills, so very soft sensual light with long
soft shadows. There is just something so special about
this kind of light, it is so soothing and peaceful.

Very nice indeed. Even though the shadows are
coming towards me, I am still drawn into the
shot. I find myself settling on the horse in the
background. As you say - very peaceful. When
in the country I love this time of day.

TEM PLATE
Fu ll page ph ot o
Com m en t s bot t om

Photographer: RODNEY CARLTON | AUSTRALIA
OLYMPUS M.12-40MM | F/2.8 1/160SEC ISO200 | 31MM
This is my second hard light photo, taken of a beach
at Port Macquarie, NSW in July last year. Yes, a nice
bright sunny winter 's day.

BEFORE
Feedback: CHRISTINE ROCHER | A USTRALIA
Beautiful image! Good composition, the leading
lines of the waves breaking on the beach draw you
to the rocks and into the surf where there is a bit of
colour with the people in the surf. I thought at first
the people walking on the beach were a distraction,
but they balance out the image nicely. I do feel you
should think about cropping the bottom just to
remove the grass. Otherwise a wonderful shot!
back to the light. Looking at the people on the
beach. The shadows are quite defined, but there
seems to be a fair bit of cloud cover, so i would say
diffused light here.

af t er

Photographer: DENIS O'BYRNE | IRELAND
Took this shot in Back Garden the state of which
you will have to excuse. I am in the middle of
trying to do a Spring clean up. Now that I have got
that of my mind, this shot is supposed to be an
example of Hard Light. When taking it I was
concentrating on the the statues. After when I
looked at the shot in total, I think it shows the
variance in light from one location to the next. The
main lesson I learned here was the need to be a
lot more aware of my total surroundings and not
not just one area. Anyway I would love to hear
some feed back on this. I am moving out of my
comfort zone in that I am looking for Hard and
soft light and I am unsure if I am on the right track
regarding the Project set by Brent.

Feedback: KAREN PADILLA | USA
I love the statue. On the first photo, I think both
would have been great as a vertical photos so that
the electrical wire box and the plant covers could
be eliminated. A blurred background would work
on disguising the shed in the first one and I do
agree that the light is more soft in the whole
photo. I really do want to see this garden when it's
in full bloom.

Photographer: KERI DOWN | AUSTRALIA
F/10 1/500SEC ISO100
Hard Light. Something completely different
from me in regards to being an action shot.
This was taken as a storm was rolling in and
the wind had picked up at Wellington Point.
Here goes.

Feedback: DENIS O'BYRNE | IRELAND
Keri. Good image. I like the way you got
down low for this one. Well done good
capture.

Photographer: BARBARA GILBERT | USA
Nikon D750 | F/5.6 1/1600sec ISO400 | 200mm 70-300mm lens
This is my dog Danni and she was out with me today when I went
to check on my Eagles nests that I monitor. It was 10:30 am and I
decided to bring her out of the car, and had her go to the other
side of the road where there was still shade (i.e. soft light). I
backed up and then zoomed in to get a portrait look. I like close
ups a lot.

Feedback: M ARTIN HULL | USA
Beautiful dog and a great shot. I love
the transition from sharpness of her
face to the soft blurry fur blending with
the background. I also like the way the
light is on her face and shaded past the
neck; that further helps with her face
standing out.

Photographer: ANNETTE HALLORAN
F/11 1/125sec ISO400 | 35mm lens
Hi, I have been struggling to get a soft
light picture and finally found one taken
in January of Lake Albina in the
Kosciuszko National Park main range.
I think it classifies as soft light. The mist
rolled in quickly and gave a lovely eerie
feeling that contrasts to the idea of an
Australian mid summer.

Feedback: BRENT M AIL
Got to love that fog rolling in, at that high
altitude - makes for a beautiful soft light
image. Those soft textures in the
foreground grass looks amazing, Not to
mention in the reflections of the fog in
the lake. Wonder what this would look
like as a black-and-white image? Brent
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